
Portable Fencing Solutions 

 

JVA SV10 Solar Energizer Machine  

To power the portable fence – comes complete with 

a solar panel, a battery and the energizer machine. 

Features: 
 Integrated solar panel, battery and bracket, 

nothing to add! 
 Auto-Sync™ Technology for safer fences 
 LCD shows fence voltage, stored energy and 

battery voltage 
 Power on demand (automatically ramps up 

power when 
 needed) 
 Over discharge battery protection 
 Highly efficient and intelligent digital design 
 Basic lightning protection 
 UV stable enclosure 
 O-ring sealed case for ant and moisture 

protection 

Specifications: 

 Output: Peak Voltage: 8.0 kV 

 Peak Energy (Stored): 1.1J 

 Peak Energy (Output): 0.8J 

Also available is JVA SV5 with energy output of 0.5 

Joules 

Price: 

JVA SV5 @ KES 46,000.00 plus VAT* 

JVA SV10 @ KES 48,000.00 plus VAT* 

 

Politape 

Politape Rolls (Available as white or orange in Color. 

Available in 200 meters rolls as 12mm and 40mm 

wide tapes 

Politape is plastic tape with stainless steel 

conductors woven into the "fabric". Perfect for 

temporary electric fences. It is light, easy to tension 

by hand and is easy to see. 

Price: 

KES 6,000.00 Plus VAT* 



 

Poliwire 

200 metre roll of poliwire for electric fencing. 

poliwire is plastic rope with stainless steel 

conductors woven into the "fabric". Perfect for 

temporary electric fences. It is light, easy to tension 

by hand and is easy to see.  

Price: 

KES 2,500.00 plus VAT* 

 

Intermediate Politape Insulator 

Screws or nails onto your fence posts 

Price: 

KES 55.00 Plus VAT* 

 

Tape Buckle 

It can also be used to neatly tie off and tension the 

end of a length of 12mm or 40mm politape 

Price: 

KES 160 plus VAT* 

 

Tape Joiner 

An aluminium joiner used to connect two ends of 40 

mm tape together. 

Price: 

KES 230 plus VAT* 

 

Corner Insulator Including bolt 

Mount this to a corner post to create electric fence 

gates using gate handles, politape, cord or springs.  

One of these is needed at each end of each gate. 

Each gate starts with a Corner insulator and tape 

buckle and ends with a gate handle. 

Price: 

KES 190 plus VAT* 

 

Spring Gate 

Spring gate kit will stretch up to 3.5 meters to cover 

an opening in a paddock or enclosure. 

Price: 

KES 2,500 plus VAT* 



 

Horse Thread-in Post 

The insulated tread-in style electric fence posts are 

easy to install - simply push them into the ground by 

stepping in the foot hole at the bottom of the post  

Overall length: 150cm 

Price: 
KES 2,050 plus VAT* 
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